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In The President’s Field Of View
By Bob Berta

Yes indeed...Stargate made
its Grand Debut at the 2009
Was 1st Annual Inter Club
Picnic, after major work. I
was relieved to have all this
work completed with no
injuries, although there
were a few members sporting sun burns. I may be
the only "casualty". When
welding during the project I
was kneeling on the ground and evidently a spider
crawled up my pant leg and bit me twice on my lower
leg. Don't know what type it was but may have been a
Brown Recluse as the two bites developed into pretty
nasty looking dime size ulcerous wounds and my leg
was swollen from the knee down to my ankle. But it is
getting better.
After the roof repairs were completed, Marty and I
were out to work with the crane to get the dome back
up....it fit in nearly perfectly. We only had to make
some minor adjustments in most areas. There was
one wheel assembly that was off quite a bit so I took
it home and cut it apart and re-welded it to the correct
dimensions. The dome runs pretty smoothly now. I
was unable to make it out on the last night (first day I
wasn't there since the start of the project) but figured
I better spend some time with my family so they don't
forget who I was ;-) but I believe that Riyad and Bill
Kippens were there that evening to work on the interlocking flashing that made the dome more rain resistant.
I have been impressed with the amazing amount
of volunteer hours put in by so many people. This
is just one more reason why WAS members
make the club the best astronomy club in Michigan.
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feature article
of the month
THE OXFORD CRATER?
By David Bailey,

(Originally written October, 2005)
No, this is not a complaint about poor road maintenance in the township where I live. Actually, the roads
are kept up fairly well, though there is the occasional
pothole.
The primary question I would like to ask is: Is it possible that there is a medium-sized impact structure
right here in Oakland County? And if it really exists,
has anybody besides myself noticed it?
Where is it?
It is on the borders of four townships: Oxford, Brandon, Orion, and Independence.
The USGS Quad
named Oxford, Michigan (1991) shows it well, or as
well as any map could show a semi-obvious feature
like this one. Its center is near 42o 48½’ North, 83o
19’ West. That’s in Oxford Township, at the bend of
Drahner Road just west of Coats Road.
How big is it?
It looks like a circle, about 5½ km in diameter. (3½
miles diameter) Its east edge is at Drahner Road and
Newman Road. The south edge is at the intersection
of Baldwin Road and Indianwood Road. The west
edge is at Seymour Lake Road and Dartmouth Road.
The north edge is at about 800 N Coats Road, where
an abandoned railroad grade intersects Coats.
How do we know it is there?
To my orienteer’s eyes, there is definitely a visible circle on the quad. (Orienteers train themselves to be
able to see and analyze an entire multi-colored map at
a glance, since in many major orienteering competitions one cannot look at the map until the signal is
given to start running.) However, I don’t like to trust
my eyes alone, if other eyes are readily available. So I
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took an unmarked copy of the Oxford quad to one of
my orienteering friends, Jean-Joseph Coté. He is a
competitive orienteer and professional cartographer,
well-known in orienteering circles throughout North
America. I told him to look for a 5 kilometer circle,
and handed him the quad. He pointed to the “crater”
in less than two seconds. So it is confirmed that there
is a semi-obvious circle on the quad.
How do we know it is a crater?
Well, it’s hard to say for sure, because different sectors of the ring are expressed differently on the map.
Here are some of the things I have noted, using a
clock system with 12:00 at north and 3:00 at east:
Hydrography:
The lowest lake shown on the Oxford Quad is
Orion in the southeast. Its elevation is 985 feet.
northwest corner of the quad is at about 1100
So we see that the general slope of the terrain is
northwest to southeast.

Lake
The
feet.
from

The quad shows drainage entering the crater at 12:00,
9:00, and 6:00, and it shows drainage leaving the crater at 3:00 and 4:00. We might expect that a middleaged impact crater located on sloped terrain would
contain wetlands in its downhill part, and that is exactly what the map shows in the Oxford Crater. The
north and west parts are mostly dry, and the south
and east parts are much wetter.
How old is the crater?
140,000 years, plus or minus 10%. No, no, just kidding. We don’t even know if it is a crater, so how can
we know how old it is? If other impact enthusiasts are
anything like me, whenever they look at anything
round, they see a crater. In reality, there are lots of
geological processes that can produce approximately
round landforms. The rounder it looks, though, the
more crater-like it is. The Oxford Crater looks pretty
round, at least to my eye.

The Warren Astronomical Society Paper (WASP) is the official monthly publication of the Society. Each new issue of
the WASP is e-mailed to each member and/or is available online at warrenastro.org. Requests by other Astronomy clubs to
receive the WASP, and all other correspondence should be addressed to the Publications Director, Larry Phipps, at
publications@warrenastro.org. Articles for inclusion in the WASP are strongly encouraged and should be submitted to the
editor by the 28th day of each month. Any format of submission is accepted, however, the easiest forms for this editor to
use are plain text files. Most popular graphics formats are acceptable. The preferred method of submission is electronically
via e-mail with attachment to the editor. Alternative submissions include printed form delivered in person, or via US mail.
Disclaimer: The articles presented herein represent the opinions of the authors and are not necessarily the opinions of the
WAS or the editor. The WASP reserves the right to deny publication of any submission.
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SECTOR
4:30 - 7:00
3:00 - 4:00
4:00 - 6:00
3:00 - 4:00

FEATURE
Detour of Indianwood Road to follow
rim of crater
Detour of Newman Road to follow rim
of crater
Arc of Paint Creek Drain to stay just
inside rim of crater
Pond and swamp inside rim, more wetlands outside rim, separated by uplands along Newman Rd.

2:30 - 3:00

Peninsula extending line of Newman
Road along rim
2:00 - 2:30 Uplands of Tan Lake Subdivision along
rim
1:30 - 3:00 Davis & Spring Lakes outside rim, Tan,
Cedar, & Long Lakes inside rim
1:30 - 2:30 Alignment of Tan Lake, Cedar Lake,
Long Lake parallel to rim
12:00 - 1:30 Arc of stream to stay just inside rim
12:00 - 1:30 Detour of railroad grade to avoid crater
(RR grade departs M-24 along Oxford
Village limits, is shown as dirt road and
as power line, and finally appears on
map as RR)
6:00 - 8:30

Arc of wetlands inside crater rim,
shown on map as swamps and as
woodlands

5:30 - 7:00

Pond and swamp outside rim, just
south of Indianwood Road
7:00 - 9:00 Foot of hill (1040 foot contour) follows
arc of rim
9:00 - 10:00 Line of wetlands parallel to rim
How old is the crater, really?
Well, we know it’s partly filled with glacial debris, so it
must pre-date at least the last Michigan glaciation.
But we already knew that, since if it were post-glacial
it would stand out like a sore thumb. Furthermore, it’s
probably older than the Barringer Crater in Arizona,
though maybe not a whole lot older, since erosion due
to water and ice is probably much faster in Michigan
than in Arizona. At the other end of the scale, we can
be pretty sure that it’s much younger than 65 million
years, since the Yucatan crater, which is maybe 60
times larger, was almost completely obscured by geological processes in 65 million years. On the other
hand, the Manicouagan Crater, 100 km across and
dated at 212 million years, is a lot more noticeable
than the Oxford Crater.
Let’s do some scaling calculations, based on the assumption that the visible lifetime is proportional to the
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square of the crater radius. It will probably be helpful
to fudge the age estimates to account for regional differences in human activity, weathering, glaciation, and
tectonics. In the table below, I’m counting each up or
down arrow as a factor of 2 correction.
COMPARISON
CRATER ====>

YUCATAN

MANICOUAGAN

ARIZONA

ESTIMATED AGE
OF OXFORD
CRATER

<18,000
years

>640,000
years

>1,050,000
years

CORRECTION
FOR HUMAN
ACTIVITY

↓↓↓

↓↓↓

↓↓↓

CORRECTION
FOR
WEATHERING

↑↑

--

↓

CORRECTION
FOR GLACIATION

↓

--

↓

CORRECTION
FOR TECTONICS

↑↑↑↑

--

>80,000
years

CORRECTED
ESTIMATE FOR
OXFORD CRATER

<72,000
years

--

>33,000
years

Perhaps a realistic guess for the Oxford Crater might
be 80,000 years, plus or minus a factor of 2.
Aren’t most of those lakes on the Oxford Quad
artificial?
Yes, they are former gravel pits. But we can still use
them as evidence for impact. The mining companies
don’t dig gravel just anywhere; they pick and choose
those places where valuable material can be mined
inexpensively. Often those places are wetlands with
underlying gravel deposits. Wetlands are cheap to
acquire, and the old Federal laws exempt the mining
industry from most of the laws intended to protect
wetlands. So the lake of today often occupies the site
of a former wetland.
Also, the gravel didn’t accumulate just anywhere during a glacial period. Its deposition was strongly affected by the drainage patterns under the melting ice,
and those drainage patterns were in turn strongly affected by the pre-existing topography and geology.
So, yes, artificial features like gravel pits can count as
“geological” features.
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OK, so we have a definite “something”. What
do we do to find out more about it?
Here are some possible agenda items. You may want
to suggest others.
Confer with a geologist, who might be a glaciation specialist and/or a Michigan specialist. He/
she might be able to give us insight on the likely
interactions between a glacier and a crater, including how a glaciated crater behaves in the postglacial rebound period.
Confer with a meteoriticist. He/she might be
able to give advice on how to gather more evidence, and also refer us to other interested parties.
Do some library research, to see if there is
some evidence already collected. Is there a gravitational anomaly in the Oxford area? Is there a
magnetic anomaly?
Has anybody ever found
shocked rock in the area? Where in the area
could we find bedrock (as opposed to glacial debris)?
Are there any chemically sophisticated
analyses of non-glacial materials that might show
up extraterrestrial stuff?
Try to find any records of meteorite finds in
southeast lower Michigan, which might be material
ejected from the Oxford impact event. A meteoriticist could tell us how far such material might be
thrown, from a 5½ km cratering event.
Mount an expedition (all the way to Oakland
County!) and collect some samples.
If bedrock of the age that is likely to be relevant is not easy to come by, (buried too deep, etc)
then perhaps an expedition to a terminal moraine
would make sense. Somehow we would have to
figure out where material such as shocked bedrock would end up, after being transported away
from Oxford by the ice. There may be research
collections, at Ann Arbor or elsewhere, that would
include specimens from many different locations
on terminal moraines. (By “bedrock of relevant
age” I mean of course not when the rock was first
emplaced, but when the rock was exposed on the
surface to be struck by the meteorite.)
Think about how the above agenda might be
modified, assuming it was a comet impact instead.
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“the other clubs”

Oakland Astronomy Club NEWSLETTER
JULY, 2009
http://oaklandastronomy.ulmb.com/oacnews.html
Clear skies, Bill MacIntosh

***********************
Seven Ponds Astronomy Club:
Open Invitation

The Seven Ponds Astronomy Club extends its invita-

tion to the Oakland Astronomy Club and Warren Astronomical Society members to our monthly meetings.
Our club website is:
www.geocities.com/sevenpondsac. and has all the
information about our upcoming meetings, maps to
Seven Ponds Nature Center, etc. please let me know if
you might be attending the meetings so that I can
make appropriate plans to handle the expected crowd.
If you have any questions, please contact me.
John Lines -Seven Ponds Astronomy Club

**********************
The Ford Amateur Astronomy Club

FAAC is planning to make our August 29th Begin-

ner’s Night at Island Lake Recreation Area (Spring Mill
Pond site) into a multi-club picnic and observing session. We would like to invite the Warren and Seven
Ponds members to attend with us. We will provide
hamburgers and hotdogs and anyone attending can
bring their own drinks and a dish to pass. The Beginner’s Nights normally begin at 7:00 PM, so we thought
we would start the picnic around 5:00 PM, since we
may have people coming by after 7:00 PM who want
some help with their telescopes. Link to a map for Island Lake:
http://www.boonhill.net/faac/other/observe.html

**********************
DON’T FORGET - Star Trek:
The Exhibition
The Detroit Science Center

Star Trek: The Exhibition exhibit opened on Feb-

ruary 13th, 2009 at The Detroit Science Center. The
Detroit Science Center has enlisted local fans to serve
as volunteers. The Star Trek Exhibition will run until
Sept 7, 2009. For further information, link to:
Detroit Science Center
5020 John R
Detroit, MI 48202
www.detroitsciencecenter.org
John A. Schroer – Planetarium Education Coordinator
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STAR PARTY MANIA!

If you like to travel to see the stars, check out these
locations for upcoming Star Parties.
August 14-18, 2009
Activities & Workshops at the Manitoulin Star Party
include a Campfire Welcome Reception, Info Sharing
Session, Question & Answer Forum, Guest Speakers,
Guided Public Astronomy Sessions, Laser Guided Sky
Tours, Swap Meet, Show & Tell Session, Nature Interpretive Centre, Guided Fossil Walk, Mini Putt Challenge, Children’s Playground & Saturday Night BBQ
Turkey Pot Luck Supper. Presenters this year include
Terry Trees, Toronto RASC on “The Murder? Of Tycho
Brahe”, and “How To Observe Deep Sky Objects”, and
Larry McHenry, Past President, Amateur Astronomers
Association of Pittsburgh (AAAP) on “Observing the
Sun” and “Star Myths.” For more information, call 705859-2470 or visit http://www.gordonspark.com.
Manitoulin is beautiful and diverse, the Bruce Peninsula equally so, and the ferry to the island is great fun.
Parts of the island, including Gordon's Park, have been
designated a dark sky preserve by the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada (RASC). If you're interested
in wildlife, fossils, Great Lakes geology, or just a fun
camping trip, it's something to consider. It's very kidfriendly, so take that into account.
Jonathan Kade
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this year will be no exception, thanks to our sponsors.
The Gaze is well attended and provides a great opportunity to network with other amateurs. The range of
equipment that people bring is remarkable and there
are some breathtaking views to be had.
The Great Lakes Star Gaze is a great place to meet
other people who share an interest in astronomy.
Whether you are a beginner who is looking to purchase your first telescope or just wanting to take a
look through one, or you are a hard-core astro-geek,
the Great Lakes Star Gaze is the place for you.
Be sure to read Tom Trusock's review of the 2005
party (GLSG3) at Cloudy Nights.
http://www.greatlakesstargaze.com/index.html
September 18-20, 2009
The Black Forest Star Party will be held at Cherry
Springs State Park in Potter County, Pennsylvania.
Registration is now open. Click here to register. The
Black Forest Star Party is an annual dark-sky amateur
astronomy observing event hosted by the Central
Pennsylvania Observers (CPO) held every year since
1999. Below is a light pollution map of Pennsylvania,
courtesy of the International Dark-Sky Association.

September 12-20, 2009
The 26th OkieTex Star Party at Camp Billy Joe 36°53.87' N, 102° 57.12 W, Alt. 4,439 ft. Offering
some of the darkest skies anywhere in the Southwest.
http://www.okie-tex.com/index.php
September 17-20, 2009
The Great Lakes Star Gaze began in 2003 and was
incorporated in 2008 as a nonprofit entity created to
benefit amateur astronomy in Michigan and the surrounding areas. Since its first year, the gaze continues
to grow bigger and better. The star party's main attractions are its dark skies and central location for
Michigan astronomers. The Gladwin location provides
excellent observing without having to travel hours into
northern Michigan. Limiting magnitudes are estimated
to be around 6.5 at zenith with some minor light
domes from the cities of Mt. Pleasant and Midland
(approximately 30 miles away).
The Great Lakes Star Gaze is committed to providing
attendees with interesting talks and events during the
day and spectacular observing at night. In the past,
some awesome door prizes have been given out, and

Cherry Springs is located in the middle of the dark
area, roughly where the red spot is. It is about as dark
here as it gets in Pennsylvania! The Cherry Springs
site is also in a large field, at an altitude of 2400 feet
above sea level. This makes for one great place to
have a star party!
http://www.bfsp.org/starparty/index.cfm?CFID=74384
1&CFTOKEN=78536653
September 18-22, 2009
Plan to attend the 2009 Almost Heaven Star party
at beautiful Spruce Knob, West Virginia! Held at the
darkest site in the East, the AHSP has amenities—hot
showers, meal service, and internet access—you won't
find at any other star party. Plus you'll enjoy daytime
programs for the whole family—like hiking, birding,
canoeing, caving, and mountain biking. Spruce Knob
Mountain Center (SKMC) is located in Pendleton
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County on the upper slopes of Spruce Knob, West Virginia’s highest point at 4,863 feet.
We will again have a tour of the National Radio Astronomy Observatory's facilities at Green Bank, West
Virginia. The 2009 tour will be a "behind-the-scenes"
tour, so participants will get to visit labs and the telescope control room--locations that are normally offlimits to the public!
IMPORTANT NOTE: Cameras are welcome. In order to
prevent radio-frequency interference to observations
in progress, the observatory prohibits the use of digital
cameras (and electronics-laden film cameras) in some
locations close to the telescopes. Bring a simple film
camera if you'd like to get some pictures up close to
the instruments.
New for 2009! Radiotelescope Observing. NOVAC has
arranged for access to NRAO's 40-foot educational
dish on Sunday evening, September 20. No prior radioastronomy experience is required; NRAO will provide instruction and support. We're still working out
some of the logistics for this portion of the event, but
we recommend you sign up now if you're interested-space is very limited! http://www.ahsp.org/index.html
Registration is NOW OPEN!
September 25-26, 2009
The Thirteenth Annual Astronomy at the Beach
star event is hosted by Kensington Metropark and the
Great Lakes Association of Astronomy Clubs (GLAAC).
Astronomy at the Beach is an annual event and runs
from 6:00 pm to midnight rain or shine both nights.
Scheduled for this year is a special talk: “Extrasolar
Planets and the Amateur Astronomer” by Robert
Naeye, Editor-in-Chief of Sky & Telescope Magazine. In
addition, there will be astronomy talks on topics ranging from how to choose and use a telescope, introduction to astronomy, a comet making demonstration for
the kids, how cold is outer space, why light pollution is
making it harder to see stars and what you can do to
help reverse the trend.
Using a portable planetarium, there will be night sky
simulation tours of the constellations and other current
objects. There will be a Children’s Sky Tour Treasure
Hunt for the kids to participate in.
Come early to view sun spots and/or stay and observe
dozens of celestial objects until midnight through the
many telescopes provided by the GLAAC members
(weather permitting). Representatives from Rider’s
Hobby Shops will be on hand (there will be various
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astronomy products including telescopes, books, binoculars, eyepieces, computer software on display and
for purchase).
There is no admission fee to attend but a Metropark
vehicle pass is required. (Vehicle pass can be purchased at the gate for a fee of $4.00). The event takes
place at Maple Beach (inside Kensington Metropark;
Unlike previous years, the event will not be held at
Martindale Beach). Food and beverages can be purchased at the Metropark concession stand.
http://www-personal.umich.edu/~dgs/kensington/
October 14-17, 2009
The Enchanted Skies Star Party, held in Socorro,
New Mexico, offers a unique Southwestern Astronomy
experience. With many exciting features, the Enchanted Skies Star Party includes a unique opportunity
for a night of observing at an elevation of 10,600 feet.
We continue our decade-long tradition of presenting
outstanding lectures by leading professional and amateur astronomers, and we'll gather on Saturday night
for an evening of great food, Southwestern entertainment and excellent, dark-sky observing. Socorro's dry,
high-desert climate, dark skies, and friendly smalltown environment provide an excellent dark sky observing experience.
http://enchantedskies.org/
October 16-18, 2009
The 20th Annual Fall Mason Dixon Star Party is a
fun event for all members of the family and will be
held Friday, October 16th through Sunday, October
18th at the Shreveport Airport / Footlight Ranch in
Pennsylvania. This location, North of Baltimore, and
South of Harrisburg, offers a large and level camping
and observing area with unlimited space for attendees
in southern York country, with reasonably dark skies.
This event will also bracket a new moon to provide
optimal observing. You will have the option of arriving
beginning Wednesday, October 14th at noon for additional nights of observing. This will be the TRADITIONAL MDSP, with guest speakers, vendors, and our
popular raffle.
Other Changes for 2009
* Bluesman BBQ will cater both the Summer and
Fall star parties
* There will be no All-U-Can Eat Picnic this year
* All attendees must either Tent Camp, RV or stay offsite.
* $5 discount off of the At-The Gate pricing for those
that Pre-Register
http://masondixonstarparty.org/
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THE STARGATE DIARIES
by Jonathan and Stephen

Day 1 - July 3
The dome came off by crane.
"I'm afraid I kept people waiting at the beginning
while stocking up on supplies. Marty, the observatory
chairman, wasn't able to get free from work, so there
was some trepidation about starting to tear things up,
but after a few minutes I just got out the utility knife
and started cutting, and everything was easy - though
still scary - from there. All the shingles and stuff came
off. Some of the rotten boards were removed and
plans started to form.
Donovan and Angie Duvall, Larry Phipps, and Stephen
Uitti did great work managing and executing the tearoff. Bob Watt did a lot of the tearoff work, but also
kept everybody working safely, and managed to keep
everybody from getting cut except himself! It was a
good start to the project, but it's much easier to tear
things apart than to put them back together - especially in a different design."
Day 2 - July 4:
"After the tear-off work Friday, we were a little afraid
of what would happen the next day. Eventually, under
Marty and Riyad's leadership, a plan coalesced and we
were off. We tore much more wood off than we'd
planned, and got the basic structure finished and in
much nicer shape. For each of the plywood sheets, the
old one was removed, a new one was cut and installed. The mounts for the dome wheels were removed. Other structure was replaced.
Brian and Dale Thieme did particularly outstanding
work, but from Bob Watt to Bill Kippen, everyone contributed their own skill set and group of ideas, and got
us into good position to make a final dash on Sunday.
Day 3 - July 5:
The plywood sheets were finished. The new plan for
the corners was decided and executed. The sheets of
ice and rain sealant were put up. The new shingles
were put on. Some flashing went up. The corner
braces were cut. "The amazing team effort continued,
from the early morning to the late evening. New
members Brian and Debra Chaffins threw themselves
into helping out. Brian Thieme was the first there and
one of the last to leave. And everybody pitched in and
did great work to leave the observatory roof in great
shape.
I was overjoyed at the number and enthusiasm of the
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volunteers, and of the quality of the work they did.
Everybody who helped out should be very proud of it."
Day 4 - July 6:
I wasn't there, but Marty, Bill Kippen, and Bob worked
on finishing the flashing and continuing to weld the
dome.
Day 5 - July 7:
Stephen Harvath started the repainting job. Bill and
Bob continued to weld.
Day 6 - July 8:
Diane reported: "Work on restoring Stargate to functional glory continues. Tonight, Bob Berta and Riyad
Matti finished welding on the dome, and Dale Partin
and I put primer on the inside of the dome and a second coat of paint on the outside. Solar Marty signed
off on the paint job and we all went home happy. Bob
and Riyad invite anyone willing to come tomorrow, to
finish painting the inside of the dome and to maybe
add a third coat to the outside. It is currently very
white and shiny but could be even more so.
Day 7 - July 9:
Painting completed.
Day 8 - July 10:
The dome went back on!

**********************
OPEN LETTER TO NEW MEMBERS OF
THE WARREN ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY

Hello, and welcome to the Warren Astronomical Society. Thank you for joining.

As a member, you are entitled to a WAS membership
card and a copy of the club handbook. The membership card guarantees you access to the club library,
equipment loans, and Stargate Observatory. We are in
the process of having new membership cards printed;
yours will arrive in the next two months.
We are currently working on a ground-up rewrite of
the club handbook, which will offer full information
about online services, loaner telescopes, club star parties, some of the other benefits of memberships, and
what the Society does for astronomical outreach in the
Metro Detroit area. In the meantime, if you have any
questions about these subjects, feel free to email us.
These things, though, are only symbols of what the
Society represents: a group of people from different
backgrounds and with different life experiences who
have come together to share their knowledge of astronomical observing, astrophotography, astrophysics,
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cosmology, etc. with each other and the general public. Participation is strongly encouraged, and extremely
rewarding.
Here is a brief guide to the club's online resources, to
help you participate online in event registration, club
discussions, etc.:
* Dick Gala, our mailing list manager, sends email notifications of W.A.S. meetings and certain special
events. He also emails all members when a new issue
of our monthly magazine, the Warren Astronomical
Society Paper (aka The WASP) is available.
* The Society's main website is:
http://www.warrenastro.org.
A redesign is coming shortly. The site offers information about the W.A.S., an event schedule, a blog with
short articles about minor club happenings, an archive
of the newsletter, photographs from our history, astrophotographs taken by our members
* To discuss astronomy with other members, plan trips
to Stargate or other local observing sites, or share
documents and files, join the WarrenAstro Yahoo!
Group:
http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/warrenastro/
* Events with descriptions are listed on our Meetup
page:
http://www.meetup.com/warrenastro/
If you sign up with Meetup, which we strongly encourage but do not require, you can get email reminders
about observing sessions and club meetings, review
and comment on events, and share event photos.
* We have a news feed on Twitter - quick updates on
what's happening in space science and in the Society.
http://twitter.com/warrenastro
* If you have a Facebook account, there is a W.A.S.
group:
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=664180908
54&ref=nf
(You must be a member of Facebook to view the
group.)
I should note that none of the email lists are extremely high-traffic, so please don't worry about your
inbox being filled with W.A.S. mail. You are not obligated to use any of these resources, but they are
available to you if you so choose.
Welcome to the club! We hope to see you at a meeting or observatory night soon.
Sincerely,
Jonathan Kade
Secretary, Warren Astronomical Society
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The International Year of Astronomy 2009 is a global

effort initiated by the International Astronomical Union
(IAU) and UNESCO to help the citizens of the world
rediscover their place in the Universe through the dayand night-time sky, and thereby engage a personal
sense of wonder and discovery.

IYA2009 Update

Galileoscope price goes up on 10th August.
Due to operational reasons the Galilescope price goes
up by 10 August. So if you are planning to place an
order make sure that you do it before this date! More
information on: www.galileoscope.org
The World at Night update: Read the latest information here:
http://www.astronomy2009.org/news/updates/404/
Solar eclipse unites India and Bangladesh during
IYA2009. A Star Peace meeting between India and
Bangladesh to observe the total solar eclipse in July
2009 has been hailed as a great success:
http://www.astronomy2009.org/news/updates/403/
Indian IYA2009 event attracts record-breaking numbers. Each year, the Gandhi Corporation organizes a
theme fair at the Ahmedabad Education Society
grounds for 11 days. In honour of IYA2009, this year's
theme was space. In total, more than 700,000 visitors
were introduced to the wonders of astronomy as part
of this massive outreach opportunity of unprecedented
scale. For more information, including additional links,
please see:
http://www.astronomy2009.org/news/updates/
Essay finds that education may boost gender equality.
Called "Lost in darkness and distance: Why girls don't
want to be scientists - and how the classroom might
fix it", Julie Darbyshire's essay on stereotypes in science delves into the issues surrounding the underrepresentation of women in science careers. It suggests that different classroom approaches may provide
a solution. Read the full essay here:
http://www.lablit.com/article/523
Israeli observatory ready for live deep-sky webcast.
The Bareket Observatory is an educational facility located in Israel. Their mission is to act as an educator's
resource for schools and educational institutions. As
part of this effort, and in support of IYA2009, late
August will see a live webcast of deep sky objects.
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Sights such as nebulae, star clusters, planets, and asteroids will all be captured in real-time using the observatory's remote educational telescope system. The
event will cover around 1.5 hours, meaning that participants can drop in and out as required. Explanations
of the objects being observed will be provided in English. This astro-cast is free and open to all. For more
information, please visit:
http://bareket-astro.com/en/telescope_internet.htm
International Light Festival to take place in Poland
Between 11 and 16 August 2009, the Polish city of
Torun will be hosting artists and scientists as part of
the Skyway 09 - International Light Festival. The
gothic old town buildings will be tastefully lit to represent history, science, and culture going hand-in-hand
to educate and inspire. Skyway 09 - International Light
Festival's official website: http://www.skyway09.eu/
IYA2009 update in the United States of America
http://www.astronomy2009.org/news/updates/398/
IAU General Assembly in Rio de Janeiro.
Follow the latest news and information regarding the
IAU GA in Rio here: http://www.iau.org/

***********************

SOLAR UPDATE

The National Association for Amateur Radio maintains

a website to promote interest in Amateur Radio communications and experimentation, represents US Radio
Amateurs in legislative matters, and maintains fraternalism and a high standard of conduct among Amateur Radio operators. Interestingly enough, a major
influence on how radio waves propagate in other than
straight line paths is electromagnetic radiation; both in
Earth’s atmosphere, and solar-terrestrial interactions.
As the Sun’s activity has a great influence on our electromagnetic field, amateur radio enthusiasts monitor
sun activity regularly. For more information concerning
radio propagation, visit the ARRL Technical Information
Service
Propagation
page
http://www.arrl.org/tis/info/propagation.html. To read
this week's Solar Report in its entirety, which includes
updates on sunspots, solar flares, and Coronal Mass
Ejections (CME), check out the W1AW Propagation
Bulletin page http://www.arrl.org/w1aw/prop/.
Propagation Forecast Bulletin
From Tad Cook, K7RA
Seattle, WA

AUGUST, 2009
DIARY OF ASTRONOMICAL
PHENOMENA - August, 2009

DATE:
1 Moon furthest South (-26.4)
2 Mercury 0.6N of Regulus
4 Moon at apogee
6 FULL MOON Eclipse
6 Jupiter 3.1S of Moon
7 Neptune 2.6S of Moon
9 Uranus 5.1S of Moon
13 LAST QUARTER
14 Jupiter at opposition
15 Moon furthest North (26.4)
16 Mars 3.1S of Moon
17 Mercury 3.0S of Saturn

DATE:_______________
17 Neptune at opposition
17 Venus 1.6S of Moon
19 Moon at perigee
20 NEW MOON
20 Regulus 3.0N of Moon
22 Mercury 2.5N of Moon
24 Spica 3.1N of Moon
24 Mercury greatest elong E
27 FIRST QUARTER
27 Antares 0.6S of Moon
28 Moon furthest South
31 Moon at apogee

***********************

WAS Meetings scheduled for 2009
Cranbrook Meetings: Every 1st Monday
Aug 3, Sept 7, Oct 5, Nov 2, Dec 7
Macomb Meetings: Every 3rd Thursday
Aug 20, Sept 17, Oct 15, Nov 19, Dec 17

The next Macomb meeting is scheduled for Thursday,

May 21st, and Cranbrook meeting is scheduled for
Monday, June 1, 2009. After each meeting of the Warren Astronomical Society, some club members go to a
restaurant for a snack and informal chat. All members
are invited to join us there. We generally leave from
the Macomb and Cranbrook meetings about 10 PM,
and meet at the restaurant a few minutes later. We
order food from the menu, sit around and chat for
about an hour, and leave the restaurant between
11:30 PM and midnight.
After the Macomb meeting, club members meet at:
National Coney Island
28901 Groesbeck Hwy
Roseville, MI 48066-2334
just south of 12 Mile Rd.
Roseville
Phone: 586-772-1324
After the Cranbrook meeting:
Red Coat Tavern
31542 Woodward
on the east side of Woodward, two blocks north of 13
Mile, just north of Burger King in Royal Oak
Phone: 248-549-0300
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Warren Astronomical Society
2009 Presentations
DATE LOCATION PRESENTER SUBJECT
3 - Aug Cranbrook Jerry Kuchera Picnic On a Crater's
Rim
20 - Aug Macomb
Gary Gathen The Constellations of
H.A. Rey
14 Cranbrook Dr. Phil Martin Einstein's Relativity
Sept
Rigorously Explained
Without Advanced
Mathematics
17 Macomb
Sandra Ma- The Search for ExtraSept
cika
Solar Planets and
Other Science at Lick
Observatory
5 - Oct Cranbrook Jon Blum
Astronomy Gadgets,
Part 2
15 - Oct Macomb
Dave Harring- XVII Solar Eclipses
ton
Please contact the 1st V.P. (program chairperson) to:
1: Schedule new presentation.
2: Alter scheduled presentations.
3: Add a subject title to your presentation.
4: Change the subject title of your presentation.

At Cranbrook, on August 3rd, Jerry Kuchera, longtime WAS member and macular imager extraordinaire,
presents on the impact craters that surround us invisibly, that lie beneath our lakes and roads and countrysides. It's sure to be a surprising and fun presentation!
At Macomb CC on August 16th, Gary Gathen, lean
manufacturing expert and renaissance man, will present on the constellation diagrams of H.A. Rey and
how they compare to earlier constellation outlines.

***********************

2009 Stargate Observatory Open
House Schedule

NOTE: Depending on weather at the time, open house
dates are:
Aug 01, Aug 29, Sept 26, Oct 24, Nov 21, Dec 26
1. Normal closing time will depend on events, weather,
and other variables.
2. The observatory may be closed one hour after opening
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time if no members arrive within the first hour.
3. Contact me for other arrangements, such as late arrival
time.
4. An alternative person will be appointed to open the
observatory if I cannot attend a scheduled date or opening time.
5. Members may arrive before or stay after the scheduled
open house time.
6. Dates are subject to change or cancellation depending
on weather or staﬃng availability.
7. An e-mail will be posted no later than 2 hours before
starting time incase of date change or cancellation.
8. It is best to email me up to 2 hours before the posted
opening with any questions you may have. I will not be
able to receive e-mail after 2 hours before open time.
Generally only strong rain or snow would prevent the
open house...even if it is clouded over I plan on being
there. Often the weather is cloudy but clears up as the
evening progresses.
Marty Kunz
W.A.S. 2nd V.P. (2008)

Star Party Tips & Etiquette

* When attending a Star Party, you don't have to
stay the whole time - though we ask that you aim your
headlights away from the observing field when you
park in case you have to leave early.
* Astronomical twilight will begin around 9 PM, so
please plan to be at Bill's place by 8:30. Be careful
with headlights on your way in, especially after sundown. Make sure to turn the dome lights off if possible, and park your car facing away from the observing
field if you have running lights.
* Please don't use white light flashlights when others are observing. Others will have flashlights, but if
you'd like to bring your own, you can easily make a
red-light flashlight that will help you get around in the
dark and is safe for night vision. I make reasonably
decent ones with a red marker and an index card*,
but you can read other ideas here.
* Observing is an outside activity, so dress accordingly - a little warmer than the temperature would indicate. Even in the summer, it can get surprisingly
chilly at night. Like any other activity, the key to lasting is layers, layers, layers! Plan to have at least two
layers for several garments: socks, pants, and a shirt.
Core temperature is important too, so pay extra attention to keeping your torso warm - an insulated vest
can work wonders.
If there's something specific you'd like to see, we'll do
our best to make it happen. We may have safe, filtered solar telescopes to look at the sun in amazing
detail before it gets dark; if you're interested in seeing
our local star, let us know and we'll try to have a telescope available.
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* Take a cheap drugstore flashlight - preferably not
too bright to start with. The omnipresent Eveready
$1 plastic flashlight works well. Screw off the plastic
cap and pop out the clear plastic "lens" (aka bezel).
You can paint the bezel with translucent nail polish,
use a red permanent marker, or red cellophane. For
better light blocking, you can trace the disk on a
sheet of white paper or an index card. Cut out the
disk of paper, line it up with the bezel, and screw the
cap back on.

***********************
THE SWAP SHOP

This column is for those who are

interested in buying, trading or
selling items. At the present time,
you may submit ads of items for
sale to Larry Phipps (publications@warrenastro.org).
The ad will run for six months. The
month and year the ad will be removed is also shown.

WANTED: Spidervane for 6" Criterion Dynascope. My
name is Gary Klein, I am a former member of WAS. I
am getting back into observing and photographing
Celestial objects. On dusting off my 6" Criterion Dynascope, I found some damage to the tube. I began
disassembling the finder scope and secondary mirror
and spider. I ended up twisting off one of the mounting studs for the spider. It is beyond repair. I have
unsuccessfully been on a search for a direct replacement of the spider. The secondary mirror is fine. It is a
straight 4 legged spider. Contact Gary at: (586) 2472460 Thanks. Gary K.
[9-2009]
FOR SALE: This is a 8 or 9 year old Celestron Starhopper 6" Dob. I've used it up at our cottage for years
and its given me many years of enjoyment. I am including a 25mm plossl eyepiece and a Red dot laser
star spotter. I am the original owner and am selling it
because I recently upgraded to a bigger scope. I am
asking $300 but will take any reasonable offer. Call
John 586-726-0741
[9-2009]
FOR SALE: Turn your 2X Barlow into a 2.5, 3, 4, or
5X device with my Barlow amplifier. Use it with your
lowest power eyepiece and keep that eye relief and
apparent field, no matter how much you magnify your
image. No more squinting with a 4 or 6mm eyepiece.
The Barlow amplifier is a simple extension tube available for $4. A 40 power eyepiece becomes a 200
power eyepiece with my 5X amplifier. Call at 586-7769720 or e-mail me (cometman@mybluelight.com) and
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I'll bring your amplifier choice to the next meeting. If
you buy the set of four amplifiers, I'll take $3.00 off
the total price. For mail delivery, to your home address, add $1.50 for shipping.
[11-2009]
FOR SALE: Meade 16 inch, Schmidt-Cass telescope
with field tripod. Asking $10,000. Call John at 586242-8246.
[12-2009]
FOR SALE: Discovery PDHQ Dobsonian Telescope,
12.5”, f5, (94% pyrex mirror reflectivity), 1 1/4”, 2”
Crayford focuser, Base plus 2x2’ Platform, 12v antidew system, Telrad Reflex Sight, Aluminum foam lined
lens case, Meade lenses: 40 mm super wide, 32 mm
super plossl, 8.8 mm ultra wide, 12.4 mm super plossl,
4.7 mm super plossl, 2x “shorty” Barlow. Sirius

Lenses: 25 mm plossl, 17 mm plossl, 10 mm plossl.
Filters: 1 1/4” 13%, 25% Moon, 1 1/4” variable po-

larizer (moon), 1 1/4”, 2” Oxygen III, 1 1/4” Narrow
Band, 1 1/4” Blue, Green, Red, Yellow, 2” Fine Focus
Adapter, Orion Collimating Cheshire, Orion LaserMate
Collimator, Red Beam Flashlight, Desert Storm “Aluminum” Cover, Transporting Dolly. Initial Purchase Price:
$3500. Asking Price: $1900. Contact Al McDonald,
248 -343-1643.
[1-2010]
FOR SALE: EYEPIECES - Orion Lanthanum 9.5mm,
50° apparent field of view, 1.25” barrel, 20mm eye
relief. Original price $130. Selling for $65.
Meade illuminated reticle 12mm, 50° apparent field of
view, 1.25” barrel. Has illuminated red cross-hairs to
use for centering stars when aligning telescope.
Original price $96. Selling for $48.
Jon Blum 248-553-4944
[1-2010]
FOR SALE: I have a few parts left over from my now
defunct LX200 telescope. For sale as follows:
- Tripod for a Meade scope - will take a best offer, not
sure what it would be worth. Still in good condition.
- Fork arms w/ drive base for a LX200. Circuit boards
are bad, but gear systems work. Hand controller included - Any decent offer not refused.
-Finderscope, 8x50, strait-thru design, non-illuminated
- $20.
Sorry, I kept the optical tube assembly for my new
CGEM mount, so it's not available. Anyone interested
please send me an e-mail or call Fred Judd after
4:00pm on my cell:
Phone: (586)489-0245
Email: Saxon1066@comcast.net
[2-2010]
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Never mind contemplating this scenario as a philosophical riddle. This can be a real life or death question. And the answer most of the time is that, even if
no people are nearby, something is indeed listening
high above.

In a similar way, POES “hear” a higher frequency
when they’re moving toward the source of the distress
signal, and a lower frequency when they’ve already
passed overhead. It takes only three distress-signal
bursts — each about 50 seconds apart — to determine
the source’s location.
Complementing the POES are the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES), which, besides providing weather data, continuously monitor
the Western Hemisphere for distress signals. Since
their geostationary orbit leaves them motionless with
respect to Earth below, there is no Doppler effect to
pinpoint location. However, they do provide near instantaneous notification of distress signals.

That something is a network of satellites orbiting
about 450 miles overhead. The “sound” they hear isn’t
the crash itself, but a distress signal from a radio beacon carried by many modern ships, aircraft, and even
individual people venturing into remote wildernesses.

In the future, the network will be expanded by putting
receivers on new Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites, Fitzmaurice says. “We want to be able to locate
you after just one burst.” With GPS, GOES will also be
able to provide the location of the transmitter.

In the last 25 years, more than 25,000 lives have been
saved using the satellite response system called
Search and Rescue Satellite-aided Tracking (SARSAT).
So what are these life-saving superhero satellites?

Philosophers beware: SARSAT is making “silent
crashes” a thing of the past.

SARSAT to the Rescue
If a plane crashes in the woods and nobody hears it,
does it make a sound?

Why they are mild-mannered weather satellites.
“These satellites do double duty,” says Mickey Fitzmaurice, a National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) systems engineer for SARSAT. “Their
primary purpose is to gather continuous weather data,
of course. But while they’re up there, they might as
well be listening for distress signals too.”

Download a two-page summary of NOAA-19 at
www.osd.noaa.gov/POES/NOAA-NP_Fact_Sheet.pdf.
The Space Place gives kids a chance to rescue
stranded skiers using their emergency rescue beacons.
The Wild Weather Adventure game awaits them at
spaceplace.nasa.gov/en/kids/goes/wwa.
This article was provided by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
California Institute of Technology, under a contract with the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

In February, NASA launched the newest of these Polarorbiting Operational Environmental Satellites (or
POES) into orbit. This new satellite, called N-Prime at
launch and now dubbed NOAA-19, prevents a gap in
this satellite network as another, aging NOAA satellite
reached the end of its operational life.
“The launch of N-Prime was a big deal for us,” Fitzmaurice says. With N-Prime/NOAA-19 in place, there
are now six satellites in this network. Amongst them,
they pass over every place on Earth, on average,
about once an hour.
To pinpoint the location of an injured explorer, a sinking ship, or a downed plane, POES use the same Doppler effect that causes a car horn to sound higherpitched when the car is moving toward you than it
sounds after it passes by.

NOAA's polar-orbiting and geostationary satellites, along
with Russia's Cospas spacecraft, are part of the sophisticated, international Search and Rescue Satellite-Aided
Tracking System.
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